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Someone’s Been Dippin’
in the Demerol!

Presented By:

Stephen M. Murphy, Paramedic

How Big is the Problem?

8% of the 1.9 million nurses in US – over
150,000 nurses ~ ? Paramedics ?

Drug abuse is #1 reason for discipline named
by state nursing boards ~ ? Paramedics ?

Increased availability

Relatively easy to do and hard to detect

What is Diversion

Drug theft

 Most common - giving patients part or none of
their prescribed pain meds and documenting
the max

 No discrepancies in count

 Excessive wasting
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What is Diversion

Drug substitution

 Removing med and replacing

with something else for

future administration

What is Diversion

Prescription forgery

 Written or by phone

What’s Being Diverted

Oxycontin

Demerol

Morphine

Fentanyl

Versed

Valium

Ritalin
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Do You Use Nitrous?

Where is it Happening

Everywhere…..every state…..every setting

Operating rooms

Home health

Pre-hospital
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Why Divert?

Coping mechanism

Often dependence begins with prescription
drugs

Not in MY Hospital
(or Clinic, or Office)

Frequently first indication is missing drugs

Warning signs should raise suspicion
before that
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Warning Signs of Impairment

Offers to medicate other’s patients

Offers to carry narc keys

Offers to count narcs

Willing to Not Count…

Warning Signs of Impairment

Frequent narcotics signed out by a single
medic, particularly before days off

Uses maximum amount of PRN meds

Lack of co-signatures for wastage

Frequent wastage or broken seals or
syringes by single medic

Poor chart writing

Exaggerated radio reports
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Warning Signs of Impairment

Patients report little or no pain relief after
med administration

Warning Signs of Impairment

Change in performance in job duties

 More mistakes due to inattention or bad
judgement

 Sloppy recordkeeping

 Deterioration in handwriting and charting

Warning Signs of Impairment

Decline in personal relationships on the
job

 Rarely admits errors or accepts blame for
errors or oversights

 Increasing personal and professional isolation
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Warning Signs of Impairment

Changes in personal habits

 Memory loss, difficulty concentrating or
recalling events

 Personality changes, mood swings

Warning Signs of Impairment

Physical changes

 Progressive deterioration in appearance and
hygiene

 Wearing long sleeves when inappropriate

 Hand tremors

 Abdominal or muscle cramps

 Irritability or restlessness

Using or Selling?

Studies shows most nurses and medics
divert because they are using
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Suspicion

Most people hesitant

Avoid confronting co-worker you suspect

Notify manager

State Pharmacy Board and DEA as
resources

Investigation

Video Reviews
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Intervention

As soon as possible

Treatment or
The Legal System

Alternate treatment programs in 25 states

Americans with Disabilities Act

Drug and alcohol dependence is a
covered disability

This is only true if self-reported
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Return to Work

Will return with restrictions

 Cannot count narcotics

 Cannot carry keys

 Cannot administer controlled substances

Must enlist help and support from co-
workers

Incidence of Relapse

Some say as high as 40%

What do you do?
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Stephen M. Murphy
Murphee Inc.

murpheejs@gmail.com
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Drug diversion legal brief for EMS leaders ~
Here are six strategies to prevent drug
diversion, part of the EMS profession's
important role in the fight against the opioid
overdose epidemic

Nov 2016

6 strategies to deal with drug addiction and diversion

Here are six strategies for EMS leaders to understand, prevent and deal with
drug addiction and diversion.

1.Audit and inspect frequently
2.Report diversion
3.Proper recordkeeping
4.Encourage reporting of diversion
5.Control access to everyone
6.Talk to your employees

Reference1. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report.
Increases in Drug and Opioid Overdose Deaths — United States, 2000–2014
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North Dakota Board of
Pharmacy


